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It also meant that the loss of more than 10 billion US Dollars had returned.

However, Jasper was not happy about it. He knew that Quantum Fund would not hesitate for long.

Sure enough, just as ExxonMobil’s stock price went from rising to falling, it encountered support and
resistance at the current price. Quantum Fund was absorbing all ExxonMobil stocks that were being sold.

Jasper narrowed his eyes slightly, feeling that something was unusual about the situation.

Just then, Jake came over to give a report.

“Mr. Laine, something’s not right.

“According to our predictions and estimates, Quantum Fund will either withdraw and playing against us
throughout the entire energy sector, or will continues to keep us in a stalemate on ExxonMobil until to the very
end. There is no reason to just absorb stocks at this price without any other actions.”

This was like a duel of two masters. Originally, I would kick you back if you punched me, but now Quantum
Fund had received a punch from Jasper, but it did not fight back. It was just blindly defending.

If the two roles were swapped and JW Foundation was the one defending, this could be justified. After all, the
amount of funds under JW Foundation’s control was far less than the amount of funds in Quantum Fund’s
arsenal.

Now, Quantum Fund was blindly defending. If something was out of the ordinary, there had to be a reason for
it.

“Go on, don’t stop. See how much Quantum Fund can eat.”

After thinking about it for a few seconds, Jasper gave the order.

“Roger.”

Jake nodded and immediately left to execute the order. Following Jasper’s order, JW Foundation continued to
short ExxonMobil’s stock.

Meanwhile, Quantum Fund was like a rock. No matter how strong JW Foundation flexed, it would firmly
support ExxonMobil’s stock price at a stable number, with fluctuations of no more than 1 cent.

This scene shocked the outside world. No one knew what Quantum Fund was going to do.

JW Foundation and Quantum Fund, two hedge funds representing the East and the West respectively, seemed
to be fighting over ExxonMobil’s stock. They were going at each other regardless of what outsiders thought.

Then, a magical scene appeared.

The attention of investors from all over the world was focused on the stock of ExxonMobil. The rise and fall
of this company’s stock directly affected the rise and fall of the entire United States stock market and even
radiated out toward most of the world’s financial exchanges.

After the trading curb encountered by the United States stock market, no one still dare disbelieve that JW
Foundation did not have the strength to fight Wall Street.

The capitalist world was full of infinite possibilities. Now, the decisive battle between the two sides was about
to start, but the situation had devolved into such a weird scene, which confused countless people.

Jasper was also confused.

This was the first time in forever that he could not see through his opponent’s mind or understand the
situation.

He felt that everything in front of him was foreign. He could also feel that a huge conspiracy was about to
unfold above his head, but he could not see what this would be, let alone think of a way to counter it.

He paced irritably in the room. As he watched the battle anxiously, Jasper’s mood grew more irritable.

Time passed amidst Jasper‘s anxiety, and just before the close, Jake’s voice came out of the speakers without
warning.

“Mr. Laine, ExxonMobil has made an announcement!”

